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Summary

Microfluidic Lab-on-a-Chip (LOC) devices are a miniaturized alternative to traditional biochemical labs. LOCs are used in many applications, in the medical
and pharmaceutical sectors, food industry, environment and climate and in life
sciences. The complexity of LOCs is increasing, and they can have hundreds
and thousands of components. The current practice is to expose all of these
components to the biochemist end-user, who has to control individually each
component to implement the biochemical protocols (assays). This is like programming computers by toggling individually each transistor. This is extremely
inefficient and time consuming, and it is not scalable. Hence, the objectives of
this thesis are to: (1) Propose a high-level programming language for LOCs,
which is friendly towards end-users and uses constructs from the application domain, without requiring knowledge of the LOC device. (2) Design and develop
a cost-effective and robust control solution which can be used to control several
classes of LOC devices. The control solution developed is based on Arduino.
We have initially targeted flow-based LOCs, where the liquid is manipulated
as a continuous flow using pumps and valves, but the control solution can be
used also for other types of LOCs. (3) Design and develop a compiler, which can
take an assay specified in our high-level language and produce automatically the
control required for the LOC device. The compiler has been written in Python,
and uses a description of the LOC device architecture in order to generate the
appropriate commands.
The proposed solution, consisting of the language, control box and compiler,
has been evaluated on a several applications, including a realistic application
from the DTU PROCESS group, which is a catalyst stress test using a pack-bet
reactor. The evaluation has shown that the solution reduces costs, is time-

ii
effective and reduces errors, and can successfully implement the assays.
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Chapter

1
Introduction

The miniaturization of microfluidics had a renaissance in 1990 due to Manz
proposal of Miniturized Total Analysis System (µTAS) [MGW90]. Since then
the number of publications have gone up exponentially reaching around 10000
publications per year by 2011 [Fin14]. µTAS is also known as Lab-on-a-chip
(LOC) or biochip and integrates multiple laboratory functions into a single
chip. A LOC uses much less reagents than chemical experiments conducted in a
lab and full automation and integration is possible. Some reactions occurs faster
in small volumes and thus faster sampling can be achieved. But the problems
line up in order to create a fully functioning LOC device. How is the LOC
controlled efficiently by a non-computer scientist? How is the world to chip
interface problem solved? How can a high-level language be constructed and
compiled? When does the fluid on the chip even arrive? These are questions
that involve many different areas of expertise.

1.1

Lab-on-a-chip

There are currently five branches of microfluidic platforms: Acoustic, capillary, centrifugal, electrokinetic and pressure driven [MHR10]. These platforms
manipulates fluids in different ways. Acoustic ones use sound waves to push
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Figure 1.1: A mLSI valve from [Han98]

droplets, centrifugal ones use the centrifugal force by spinning the chip, capillary ones use the capillary force which can be observed in human bloodstreams,
elektrokinetics ones use electrical current to alter the surface tension of the
droplets known as electrowetting and pressure driven ones use pumps and valves
to control liquids. Elektrokinetic driven and pressure driven approaches have
given birth to two branches of Lab-on-a-chip devices namely droplet-based chips
and flow-based chips, respectively. Droplet based chips share certain similarities with the FPGA counterpart whereas flow-based Lab-On-A-Chips can be
compared with an ASIC. A Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) from the
computer world consist of arrays of lookup tables (LUTs) that can be configured individually and is often used for prototyping. An Application-Specific
Integrated Circuit (ASIC) is often used in consumer products after prototyping.
Droplet-based chips move droplets around in a grid by activating a grid point
next to the droplet which the droplet should move to. The route taken by a
droplet is thus not decided by the architecture of the chip but rather the control
software. Droplet based chips thus have the potential to be fully reconfigurable.
In flow-based chips fluids are controlled by pumps and valves that push liquids
around. Fluids are restricted to flow channels that is layed out on the chip in
advance and valves can restrict the fluids from entering a certain area of the
chip. A branch of flow-based chips has two layers and is called microfluidic
Large Scale Integration (mLSI). These chips consist of a control layer and a
flow layer. The flow layer is where the liquids of the chip is flowing, and the
control layer is where valves are located.
A valve is an intersection of channels from the control and the flow layer separated by a membrane. An example is seen in Figure 1.1. When pressure is
applied in the control layer, a membrane is pushed down into the flow layer and
prevents the flow of liquids. Valves correspond to transistors and may be used

1.1 Lab-on-a-chip
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Figure 1.2: A LOC device from [Lin07]

to form more complex microfluidic components like intersections, storage facilities and on-board peristaltic pumps. A peristaltic pump works by activating at
least three valves with the same frequency using a different phase. A peristaltic
pump can be compared to an AC motor. This thesis will only look at flow-based
LOCs like the one in Figure 1.2. With the right hardware support the controller
could also be used for droplet based chips.

One of the attractive properties of digital computing is the Turing completeness.
Turing completeness ensures that all operation imaginable can be computed on
a computer. Unfortunately such guaranties cannot be given in microfluidics,
but efforts have been made to standardize operations that are needed in LOC
systems. A list of these operations is described by Fair [Fai07].

Fully programmable LOC (PLOC) devices are an attractive alternative to the
single purpose LOCs due to the design time of it. Designing a new chip from
scratch is a tricky process that can take anywhere from months to years of design
work. The tools that are currently used to design LOC devices are AutoCAD
and Illustator, where the scientist has to draw each individual channel keeping
all sort of design limitations in mind. Top down approaches have been suggested
by Minhass et all. [Min12]. A top down approach would give the designer an
abstraction level that could lead to faster and more advanced prototyping of
LOC devices.

4
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1.2
1.2.1

State-of-the-art
Stanford LOC

Stanford Microfluidic Foundry has five commercially available prefabricated
LOC in a price range from 30$ to 200$ depending on the complexity [Sta05].
The prefabricated chips are designed for specific purposes and is in general more
complex than custom made chips. The complexity of a Stanford chip can be
up to 9,216 Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR’s) in parallel on a single chip.
Custom made chips can be ordered with certain design limitations. Some of the
limitations are listed below:

• Chip thickness: 3mm-7mm
• Flow channel height (push-down valve): 5µm-15µm
• Minimum possible feature width: 15µm
• Maximum possible feature height (rectangular profile only): 150µm
• Nominal control channel height: 10µm-25µm
• Minimum spacing between borders of adjacent device: 2mm
• Minimum center-to-center spacing between punch holes (for 20 gauge):
1500µm
• Minimum center-to-center spacing between punch holes (for 15 gauge):
2000µm

1.2.2

Microfluidic innovations LOC

Microfluidic Innovations is a spin off company that specializes in complete control solutions. They sell a controller with 36 pressure outtakes and one commercially available programmable LOC (PLOC) [Inn12a]. Microfluidic Innovations
also sells a compiler for their own high-level language. Their PLOC specifications can be viewed in the list.

• LOC size: 76mm x 50mm x 4mm
• I/O reservoirs: 8

1.3 Thesis objective
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• microfluidic valves: 20
• on-chip peristaltic pumps: 3
• channel size: 300x20 µL
• flowrate: 15 nL/s
Other spin-off companies exist like Advanced Liquid Logic that has developed
a Lysosomal Storage Enzyme Analysis LOC that can run 4 different assays
[Log13]. Advanced Liquid Logic has specialized in droplet based LOCs. ’An
assay is an investigative (analytic) procedure in laboratory medicine, pharmacology, environmental biology, and molecular biology for qualitatively assessing
or quantitatively measuring the presence or amount or the functional activity
of a target entity (the analyte) which can be a drug or biochemical substance
or a cell in an organism or organic sample’ [wik14a].

1.3

Thesis objective

This thesis will provide a programmable control solution for flow-based LOC
systems. A non-computer scientist should be able to operate this control solution
in a lab to conduct chemical experiments on a LOC. The control solution should
be robust, flexible and able to operate in dynamic settings. The control solution
should be as cheap as possible to allow more research institutes to acquire LOC
systems. There are currently high-level languages like BioCoder [TA09], but one
has to know computer science in order to use them; Scientists use LabVIEW but
this is too low-level, and one needs to know the full details of the components.
This thesis has developed a cheap and flexible control solution based on an
Arduino micro controller. It can control syringe pumps and solonoid valves
for fluid injection and fluid routing on flow-based LOCs. The thesis has also
developed a compiler that strives towards being platform independent. The
compiler takes a high-level source code defined in this thesis and translate it
into the target Arduino language. The output of the compiler can be run on
the control solution.

1.3.1

Thesis Overview

The second chapter provides an overview of the proposed system. This overview
will describe the requirements of the system and show the prototype design. The
third chapter shows how the controller box is controlled using an Arduino UNO
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and what kind of I/O is needed. The fourth chapter shows how the compiler is
structured and how abstraction is achieved. The fifth chapter lists applications
where the control solution is used in practice to conduct chemical experiments.
The sixth chapter will provide a conclusion to the thesis and discuss future work.

Chapter

2

Overview and prototype

2.1

Requirements and analysis

A LOC can have many holes for valve control and for fluid input and output.
These have to be operated in different ways. To close a valve, pressurized air has
to be applied to the control layer of the valve. For the fluid input and output,
some external actuators have to push the fluid into the LOC. The injection of
fluids into the LOC can be done in different ways and is known as the worldto-chip interface problem [OPN+ 05]. The optimal method for injecting fluids
depends on the application and two different techniques are discussed in this
chapter.
One of the techniques for fluid injection is to pump pressurized air into a labbottle that is sealed tightly and connected to the LOC. Pushing air into a
lab-bottle will force the pressure in the bottle to increase and the pressure will
force liquid from the lab-bottle to flow into the LOC. The lab-bottle approach
is one used by Stanford Microfluidic Foundry [Sta05] and can be seen in Figure
2.1. This approach has some drawbacks though. The user does not know the
amount of liquid that has been dispensed or how high the flow-rate is. The user
would have to detect this using external sensors in feedback loops. If the system
is seen as a real time system, then it has to operate with the same conditions
every time in order to perform the same operation. If the temperature changes
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and the channels are expanding the flow-rate is increased, and hence the user
will lose track of the position of the liquid. In order to use sensors in the
system, a software model of the system has to be built in order to track the
liquids. This will increase the complexity of the system, the cost and the time
to construct a new chip. Another problem is, that if fluids should be inserted
with different velocities, more than one pressure source and manifolds have to
be used. A manifold is a piece of metal that houses solenoid valves. A solenoid
valve consist of a electromagnetic coil that forces a valve to open and close
when electric current is applied to it. The manifold allows one pressure source
to be split into many different outputs that can be controlled individually. A
manifold can be seen in figure 2.1. Pressure bottles are expensive and cost
around 200-230$ a piece.
Another approach to world-to-chip problem is to use syringe pumps. Syringe
pumps are extremely precise and can have an extremely low flow-rate which is
ideal for LOC. One of the drawbacks for syringe pumps is that the flow from the
syringe pump is not continuous at low flow-rates but is dispensed one quantity
at a time with a given frequency. Another drawback is that the syringe pump
itself is expensive. When using syringe pumps, the routing of the flow has to
be flawless in order not to break the chip. Since liquid cannot be compressed, a
syringe pump would force liquid through even a closed valve, possibly destroying
it. Lab-bottles do not necessarily have this drawback because the pressurized
air in the bottle can be compressed. However, when using syringe pumps the
user knows exactly the rate of the flow and the amount of liquid that has been
dispensed. A problem with the lab-bottle approach compared with the syringe
pump approach, is the fact that solenoid valves operate at a low frequency.
When the user needs to stop the fluid, the resolution of the stopping position is
defined by the rate and the frequency in an ideal case.
The requirements for the setup in this thesis was to control syringe pumps and
solenoid valves. The controller can however also be used for other world-to-chip
interfaces like the lab bottle approach.

2.1.1

Pressure controllers

There are two excellent solutions provided by Dr. Rafael Gòmez-Sjöberg for
the pressure controller problem [GS08a]. One is a commercially available plugand-play solution (a WAGO controller) and the other has to be assembled and
soldered. The commercial available WAGO controller can be seen in Figure 2.2.
The WAGO controller offers to power up to 512 solenoids, which is not enough
for the most advanced LOC. This solution is easy to set up and is controlled
via an Ethernet cable. More modules can be added and thus this solution scales

2.1 Requirements and analysis
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Figure 2.1: The lab bottle approach from [Fou98]

Figure 2.2: WAGO controller from [WAG12]

well to a certain point. A WAGO system that powers 8 solenoids can be bought
for around 800$.
The other solution is called the USB-based controller and can be seen in Figure
2.3. A fixed amount of 24 solenoids can be controlled by this controller. If more
solenoids are needed, another controller has to be produced. If there is a growing
need of solenoids, the amount of USB cables and computer slots increase linearly
and thus scale poorly. However USB hubs could be used to reduce the amount
of slots required. The USB-based controller costs around 220$ for every 24
solenoids and is thus cheaper than the WAGO controller. The communication
to the USB-controller is done via USB and there exist MATLAB scrips that can
be downloaded for this solution [GS08a].

10
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Figure 2.3: USB controller from [GS08b]

Another solution is to buy the whole system at Microfluidic Innovations. Here
the pressure controller and 36 solenoid valves are included. This system is much
more expensive.

2.1.2

Solenoid valves

One of the requirements for this system is to use solenoid valves. There are many
manufacturers of solenoid valves, but only few make miniaturized valves housed
in a manifold. Festo and Pneumadyne produce these manifold solutions. A
Festo manifold can be seen in Figure 2.4. Pneumadyne parts have to be shipped
from USA and are not considered due to long shipping times and taxation.
A single Festo manifold of eight solenoids costs 516$ in 2013 (appendix A).
These solenoids have a fast switching frequency of 4ms, operates at 24V DC
and consumes 42mA when turned on. Three way valves are needed to switch
between pressurized air and atmospheric air. The user should also consider
whether normally open or normally closed valves should be ordered. If valves in
the LOC are open most of the time then normally open valves would make most
sense. The diameter of the input and output tubes should also be taken into
account. Festo recomments having 6mm input and 3 or 4mm output from the
manifold. One manifold of eight solenoid is ordered with 6/4mm I/O normally
open. 1
The tubing and pressure regulator that fits this manifold can be bought in
Denmark. A full shopping list can be found in appendix F.
1 The

part number is as follows: MH1-A-24VDC-N-HC-8V-PR-K01-QM-AP-BP-CX-DX.

2.2 System Overview and Prototype
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Figure 2.4: Festo manifold from [GS08a]

2.1.3

The Cavro Syringe Pump

It is a requirement to use the Cavro XLP6000 because the laboratory already has
this pump. The Cavro pump can switch between up to nine I/O slots controlled
by a rotating valve head [Tec14]. This means that a single Cavro pump can
control e.g. eight inputs with a single fluid or input eight different fluids at a
single input or something in between. The Cavro pump is easy to operate and
can be daisychained up to 16 pumps. The Cavro system therefore provides up
to 144 I/O connections. The price for each Cavro module is around 1300$.
One of the downsides of using syringe pumps is the minimum amount that can
be dispensed. This amount is defined by the size of the syringe and the stepper
motor resolution. The syringe pump has a finite number of positions the plug
that pushes the syringe can be in. If the scientist uses a 50µL syringe with a
resolution of 48000 steps, the minimum amount that this syringe can dispense
at a time is 50 µL/48000 steps = 1,04 nL/step. When choosing a syringe pump
solution, this fact should be taken into consideration.

2.2

System Overview and Prototype

There are four main components of the system which can be seen in Figure 2.5.
The first component is the programming part where a high-level source code is
compiled into an Arduino program called a sketch. The high-level language is
described in section 4.1.2. The Arduino sketch is then uploaded to a hardware
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Figure 2.5: Overview of the system. Bottem left image from [Inn12b] cavro
pump from [Tec05]

2.2 System Overview and Prototype
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controller based around an Arduino UNO. The Hardware controller is described
in chapter 3. A compiler is presented in Section 4.4 that can compile the highlevel source code to the target Arduino UNO sketch file. The compilations step
is important because it provides a higher level of abstraction. The Arduino
UNO controls the actuators that is required in the world-to-chip interface and
can be seen as the third step in Figure 2.5. These Actuators controls the LOC
device shown as the fourth step in the figure.
The Arduino UNO Board has excellent I/O capabilities and is very tolerant even
if there is a full short circuit [Fla13]. Other micro controllers like the Raspberry
Pi could have been used instead of the Arduino UNO. The Raspberry Pi however
has unprotected pins, this means that the hardware is more likely to overheat if
something goes wrong. The Raspberry Pi can only supply very limited power at
3.3V whereas the Arduino UNO can supply up to 1A at 5V. If a 5V device has
to be connected to the Raspberry Pi, a level shifter has to be put in between to
change the voltage. Using the Raspberry Pi would thus increase the complexity
of the system. The Raspberry Pi is 10$ more expensive than the Arduino UNO
and is physically bigger. The Raspberry PI has more computation power, but
only limited computation power is needed in this system.

2.2.1

I/O interface

The Cavro XLP 6000 syringe pump can be operated in three different ways:
using RS232, RS484 or CAN. The easiest way is to use RS232 (serial) which is
an old well known communication interface. Communication using RS232 only
requires a level shifter like the MAX232CP IC. This level-shifter translates a two
wire 0-5V binary I/O signal into a 3-15V Serial connection signal. The Cavro
pump uses a DA-15 connector for the power to operate the pumps, the interpump communication and the communication to the master pump. The Cavro
pump operates at 24V and each pump consumes around 24 Watts of power.
The Festo manifold has 16 flying leeds, two for each solenoid. The solenoids
operate at 24V and consume in total 336mA. In order to operate the manifold,
8 Dalington transistors are needed to amplify the Voltage and current from a
5V control signal to a 24V power signal that drives the solenoids.

2.2.2

Breadboard solution

The proposed solution is an Arduino UNO micro controller connected to shift
registers daisychained together. The control signal from the Arduino can be
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Figure 2.6: First prototype
shifted out in serial to the shift registers and activate a parallel output signal. The shift registers are connected to Darlington transistors which drive the
solenoids. The Arduino is also connected to a level shifter which translates a
5V signal to the RS232 standard. The shift registers, the Darlington transistor
array and the level shifter is all located on a solderless breadboard. Figure 2.6
shows the first prototype of the system.

Chapter

3
Arduino based control

The Arduino project is open source and consists of single board micro-controllers
and an IDE for programming them. The Arduino boards have good I/O capabilities and can power and control integrated circuits. Together with a breadboard
the Arduino platform is a powerful prototyping tool.

3.1

Chapter Overview

Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of the control as a whole. A computer provides
power to the Arduino and is able to upload sketches. The Arduino controls the
level shifter which translates the messages to the Cavro XLP 6000 pumps. The
pumps execute the messages received. The Arduino UNO also controls shift
registers that can be daisychained together. These shift registers is connected
to Darlington transistor arrays that drives the solenoids valves.
s
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Figure 3.1: System overview. Da-15 from [DK14] and Cavro pumps from
[Tec05]

3.2

Control Design and Implementation

When choosing components for this control solution, the environment for which
it operates has to be taken into account. Even though it is a prototype, certain
shielding of the hardware has to be installed when working with liquids. The
controller should be able to be moved around frequently in the lab without
being treated carefully. The hardware connections should be easily accessible
so that time is not wasted for the scientist operating the LOC. The solution to
this problem, is to glue the breadboard to the bottom of a box while lifting the
Arduino inside the box and fasten it with screws. Holes are drilled through the
box which fits the Arduino USB and a 9V DC connector, and holes for the wires
to connect via the RS232 interface are also drilled. The components should be
stationary inside the box.

3.2.1

The Arduino UNO

The Arduino UNO provides a 5V power power output, 14 configurable digital
I/O [Ard14a] and can be programmed via an USB connection to the computer.
When programmed, the board can be powered by an 7-12V DC adapter or
battery.
The Arduino board runs at a clock frequency of 16 MHz. However, the clock
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can only be checked by the Arduino sketch every four micro seconds [Ard14b]
or with a clock frequency of 250 kHz. This means that any program running on
an Arduino cannot be controlled to a higher precision than 4 micro seconds. At
the moment this is not problematic, but as the LOCs become more advanced,
finer controllers might be needed.
The current implementation of I/O operations is tested on the board to be
19.375 µs per bit shifted out. This means that in order to control an array of
valves with a frequency of 0.1 seconds, a theoretical maximum of 5161 solenoid
valves can be operated without changing the setup.

3.2.1.1

The Shift Registers

Connecting a shift register to the Arduino is not a new idea in the Arduino
world. In the Arduino tutorials, an example of connecting the 74HC595 shift
register can be found [Ard14e]. This thesis also uses the 74HC595 because it is
available in Denmark. A shift registers hold a number of bits in flipflops which
can be shifted into the register in serial. When a control signal is raised, the
signal that was previously shifted in, is propagated to the output pins where it
stays until the next control signal. The registers can be daisychained to form an
arbitrarily large shift register. The IC allows the user to shift in a bit pattern
while the previous bit pattern is still active on the output. The outputs can also
be controlled with an enable signal.

3.2.1.2

The Darlington Transistor Array

The purpose of the Darlington transistor array is to control the current through
the solenoids. When a signal is applied to the base pin of a transistor a current
is allowed to flow from the collector pin of the transistor to the emitter pin
(ground). In a Darlington transistor array, all the transistors share a common
ground.
When choosing a Darlington transistor, the specifications of the transistor should
not be at its operating limit. This controller has successfully used the MC1413P
Darlington transistor array. The transistor array can handle 50V with 500 mA.
This is enough to power the solenoids, but the IC should have a heatsink in order
to avoid overheating. The good thing about the transistor arrays is that they
save space on the breadboard. However they are not as tolerant as the single
transistors and might become very hot. The MC1413P comprises 7 transistors
which is an unfortunate number compared to the eight outputs of the 74HC595.
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This means that a different number of MC1413P is needed. Figure 3.4 is drawn
with an eight-bit Darlington transistor array (ULN2801A) that is not available
in Denmark just to simplify the drawing.

3.2.1.3

The Level Shifter

In order to connect the Arduino via a serial connection, a level shifter is needed.
The needed level shifter changes a 0V to 5V digital signal to a 3V to 15V or -3V
-15V signal [wik14b]. A guide to connect an Arduino via a serial connection can
be found at [Ard14d]. This tutorial uses the MAX3323 which cannot be bought
in Denmark. However, an ICL232CPE DUAL RS232 is used instead because it
is functionally identical although with two channels instead of one. The input
signal to the unused channel should be connected to ground. The ICL232CPE
needs four 1µF capacitors to work, and the schematics can be seen in Figure
3.4.

3.3

Connecting the Components

To connect the flying leads from the Festo manifold to the breadboard a breadboard connector has to be put on top of the flying lead. Either these connectors
can be bought or genuine breadboard wires can be dissembled and connected
mechanically or soldered onto the flying lead.
When cutting the power to the solednoids, current will continue to flow and
maybe produce a spark known as the inductive kick. The inductive kick may
damage components of the board and should be avoided. A solution to this
problem is to insert diodes that allow current to continue to flow after the
power has been cut off. When the power is on, the current should not flow
through the diode. When using the diode, the solenoid is on a short while after
the power is shut off. If the response time has to be improved, resistors or zener
diodes can be inserted to improve response time.
Power to both the Cavro pumps and the Festo manifold is provided though
a HQ Power Notebook 15V to 24V / 70W (3,5A) switch-mode power supply.
The power supply to breadboard interface is done with a 5.5 x 2.5mm DC
screwterminal device shown in Figure 3.2. Tecan recomments that 1A is needed
for each pump and the power supply can only deliver 2.9A when running at
24V. This means that for each 2-3 pumps a new power supply has to be added.

3.4 3D-printing
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Figure 3.2: Screw Terminals for connecting 24V to the breadboard. Image
from [Fou98]

The RS232 signal should only be connected to the Master Cavro XLP 6000
pump. Inter pump communication is done with RS484 communication. Therefore the DA-15 connecter should connect all the 11 pins together and all the 12
pins [Tec14]. Power is also provided through the DA-15 connector. Pin 1 is for
power and pin 9 is for ground c.f. Figure 3.4. Since the power and the ground
is located next to each other, shrink tubing should be inserted in order not to
short circuit 70 watts of power that would burn the board in seconds. Soldering
the DA-15 connector and adding shrinking tubing is a challenging task. The
DA-15 connector can be soldered to a wire with seven insulated conductors.
Breadboard wires can be soldered to the other end of that wire, to provide a
wire to breadboard interface.
After soldering the wire, the DA-15 cable should be put in a DA-15 housing that
is screwed unto it. The housing protects the wires from breaking and provides
an easy insertion of the connector to the pump. The wires are put through the
holes drilled in the box and fastened with strips of plastic. The wires are put
into the breadboard in their respective places.
The Festo manifold is fasten on top of the box and fastened with screws. A hole
is made through the top of the box and all the flying leads are pulled through
the hole and attached to the breadboad. Figure 3.3 shows the assembled system.

3.4

3D-printing

One of the promising technologies that could aid this project is 3D-printing. The
controller box may be printed in order for the parts to fit perfectly. The holes
in the box were made by a screwdriver and a non-digital (analog) file in a time

Arduino based control
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Figure 3.3: Assembled controller box
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consuming process. A better fit and a more automated assembling would be
possible with 3D-printing. Another use of the 3D-printer could be to construct
manifolds of solenoids. This technology could save both time and money.

3.5

Arduino Language

The Arduino language uses java syntax, but library files are written in C++.
An Arduino sketch can be written and uploaded using the Arduino IDE which is
open software and can be downloaded from Arduinos website [Ard14c]. Many of
the I/O pins are fully reconfigurable and are easy to program. Two functions are
required in any Arduino script: The loop function (main) and the setup function
(initialization). The Arduino can be powered and programmed via a ’USB A
to B’ cable. Debugging statements can be sent back to the programmer over
this connection as well. As soon as the program is uploaded to the Arduino or
power is provided to the Arduino, the program will be executed. If however the
console is opened at any given moment, the program is reset to the beginning
and executed again. The loop function is an infinite loop that runs everything
within its scope unless it is prevented by for example a while(true); statement.
All these things should be taken into account when building the compiler. First
of all a button or a delay should be inserted before any execution of an assay.
Otherwise the next time the Arduino is powered up, the previous script will be
started instantly. A minimum of 10 seconds is needed for the Arduino to be
reconfigured unless a button is introduced.
Writing Arduino sketches was used in the beginning of the testing phase but
was soon proven to be difficult in practice. Many things had to be kept in mind,
and like assemblers from digital computing, the level of abstraction was not
very high. If one parameter was forgotten, two hours of preparation could be
wasted due to a wrong speedcode that was working for a different script. With
all sorts of low-level implementation in mind, it is almost impossible to make
proper programs when time is a factor. A part of an Arduino program can be
seen in the following code segment:

void RTD(char pump, char inp){
reload(pump,inp);
setPumpValves(pump,’O’);
setStepMode(pump,’2’);
absolutePosition(pump,"0","16");
}

//Function RTC is declared
//Reload a pump completely
//Set a pumpvalve to output
//Set the stepper mode to 48000 steps
//Dispense to 0 position
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void loop() {
delay(10000);
initPump(’_’);
setValves("00000000");
for(int i = 0; i < 5; i++){
RTD(’3’,’I’);
}
while(true);
}

//The main function
//Delay the script by 10 seconds
//Initialize all pumps
//Turn off all solenoids in order not to waste pow
//Runs loop five times
//Runs the RTD function
//Prevents the loop from from continuing

The code example shows how an experiment looks like in the Arduino sketch file.
The code shows the part of the Arduino program that defines the experiment.
All the Arduino functions that are used in this example has to be defined in
the program together with the experiment. These function will from now on be
known as the Arduino assembler commands and can be seen in Section 3.5.1.

3.5.1

The Arduino Assembler

• void sendCommand(char inp[ ], int sizeofCommand)
• String readCommand(unsigned long timeout)
• void setValves(char inp[ ])
• void absolutePosition(char pump, String A, String V)
• void initPump(char pump)
• void terminate(char pump)
• boolean Q(char pump)
• void setPumpValves(char pump, char Position)
• void setStepMode(char pump, char mode)
• void reload(char pump, char inp)

This are the Arduino assemble commands that have been used in the project
so far. ’sendCommand’ and ’readCommand’ is used for sending and receiving
messages from the Cavro syringe pumps. ’setValves’ sets all the solonoid valves
to a specific position. ’absolutePosition’ uses the ’sendCommand’ to move the
syringe pump to a specific position ’A’ with a specific speed ’V’. ’initPump’
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initializes the pump to a zero position, this is also used to calibrate the system.
’terminate’ stops the pumps. ’Q’ uses the readCommand to receive a message
from the pump, It returns true if the pump is ready for the next operation.
’setPumpValves’ moves a valve in a pump to a specific position. ’setStepMode’
mode switches between 6000 steps and 48000 steps per syringe in the system.
Reload uses the ’absolutePosition’ and the ’setStepMode’ to reload the pump
position 6000.

3.6

Conlusion on the controller

The Controller is working both with the pump and with the Festo manifold.
Commands can be sent to the pumps, and the valves can be controlled with
sufficient accuracy. The Arduino scripts can be uploaded which use both the
pumps and the valves.
A small problem with connecting the tubing to the pressure outtakes has been
observed. The connector tube from the pressure outtake is sometimes blown
off due to the pressure. Plastic strips can hold the tube in place, but a better
solution to this problem has to be found

Arduino based control
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Figure 3.4: Overwiew of controller box

Chapter

4

Programming Language
and Compiler

4.1

Existing Compilers and Methods

The main goal of having a high-level language for microfluidic systems is to
provide an abstraction away from the hardware (the controller and the LOC).
There is no obvious way to describe such a language and there is no Turring
completeness. Many scientists use LabVIEW in lack of better alternatives. The
LabVIEW approach can be compared to digital computers when they were
programmed with punched cards. A scientist must know how commands is
structured for each individual device and then send commands in a given sequence that performs the assay. A LabVIEW script for dispensing 10 mL of two
different fluids using two Cavro XLP 6000 pump is as shown in the following
code segment. The & character is inserted instead of the unprintable ASCII
character number 13. Pump 0 and 2 is used in this setup (because the switch
position 1 is destroyed on a pump in the lab).
/_Z2R&
/_N0R&
/g&
/0IR&

-

Initialize all pumps
Turns off micro stepper mode
Starts loop
Sets input valve of pump0 to input 1
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/2IR&
/0V3000A6000R&
/2V3000A6000R&
/0OR&
/2OR&
/0V240A0R&
/2V240A0R&
/G40&

-

Sets input valve of pump2 to input 1
Reloads Pumps0 in two seconds to maximum capacity
Reloads Pumps2 in two seconds to maximum capacity
Sets input valve of pump0 to output
Sets input valve of pump2 to output
Dispense the liquid in pump0 with 10 micro L per second
Dispense the liquid in pump2 with 10 micro L per second
Runs loop 40 times in order to dispense 10 ml

Even though this sequence of commands can be optimized slitely, it shows how
difficult it must be for a non-computer scientist to approach the field of microfludics. The scientist must study elektronik datasheets in order to send low-level
commands directly to the pumps. The scientist must connect the device to LabVIEW and he must power the pumps through a DA-15 connector which is not
a standard connector.

4.1.1

BioCoder

One of the most ambitious high-level language approaches is the BioCoder
project [TA09]. The BioCoder project aims for both full automation and printing real lab protocols to be carried out by a laboratory assistant or a student.
While the full automation is not yet developed, the printing of protocol is functioning. A BioCoder assay is written in C++ and can be seen in Appendix G.
The assay is translated to a lab protocol and a digraph that shows the dependencies existing in the assay. The Digraph can be seen in the following code
segment. Even though this project is ambitious it cannot be used in this thesis
because the automation part is missing. One of the problems with BioCoder is
the choice of language. Even though C++ is a widely used language, it is not
the chosen language for chemists. Chemists often use MATLAB and LabVIEW.
Even though the manual for setting up the BioCoder for Visual Studio is good,
many chemists would probably not get it to work because of the complexity of
the compiler. The fact that the input file has to be valid C++ program adds
further complexity to the project.

digraph G {
size="8.5,10.25";
0 [label="overnight culture" color=blue];
0 -> 1;
1 [label = "measure fluid", shape = box];
1 -> 2;
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2 [label="sterile 2-ml microcentrifuge tube (1)" shape=octagon color=red];
2 -> 3;
3 [shape = box, style = filled, color = ".59166 .61 .7", label = "centrifuge pell
3 -> 4;
4 [label="container with pellet" shape=octagon color=red];
4 -> 7;
5 [label="GET buffer" color=blue];
5 -> 6;
6 [label = "measure fluid", shape = box];
6 -> 4;
7 [label = "mix", shape = box];
7 -> 8;
8 [label="container with contents mixed" shape=octagon color=red];
8 -> 11;
9 [label="lysozyme" color=blue];
9 -> 10;
10 [label = "measure solid", shape = box];
10 -> 8;
11 [shape = box, style = filled, color = ".53888 .26 .91", label = "store for (Du
11 -> 12;
12 [label="container stored at required temperature" shape=octagon color=red];
12 -> 21;
13 [label="0.2M NaOH" color=blue];
13 -> 14;
14 [label = "measure fluid", shape = box];
14 -> 15;
....
....

4.1.2

Proposed language in Backus-Nauer Form (BNF)

The Proposed language is structured as a list of statements with one statement
per line. The <id> tag is a known indentifier and the <number> tag is a
decimal number. This is the definition of the language:
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hstatementi ::= ‘#include’ hrelative pathi
| ‘main’ ‘{’
| ‘func’ hnamei ‘{’
| ‘do’ hnumber i ‘{’
| ‘set’ hinputValvei ‘=’ hvariableNamei
| ‘dispense’ hSingleDispensei
| ‘dispense’ ‘[’ hMultiDispensei ‘]’
| ‘setSpeed’ hsingleValvei ‘,’ hamount-numi
| ‘setSpeed’ ‘[’ hMultiValvei ‘]’
| ‘setSolenoids’ ‘[’ hnumber i ‘]’ ‘=’ hValveBooleani
| ‘setSolenoids’ ‘=’ ‘"’ hbinaryi ‘"’
| ‘route’ hSingleFluid i
| ‘route’ ‘[’ hMultiFluid i ‘]’
| ‘sens’ hsensor i
| ‘FFU’ hnamei
| ‘wait’ hmilisecondsi
| ‘initialize’
| ‘}’
| ‘empty’
hSingleDispensei ::= hinputValvei ‘,’ hamounti
hMultiDispensei :: = hSingleDispensei ‘:’ hMultiDispensei
| hSingleDispensei
hSingleFluid i ::= hinputValvei ‘,’ hspeed i
hmultiValvei ::= hSingleFluid i ‘:’ hmultiValvei
| hSingleFluid i
hSingleFluid i ::= hinputDesti , houtputDesti
| ‘[’ hValvei ‘:’ hMultiValvei ‘]’
hMultiFluid i :: = hSingleFluid i ‘:’ hMultiFluid i
| hSingleFluid i
hbinaryi ::= ’0’ hbinaryi
| ’1’ hbinaryi
| hemptyi
hbool i ::= ‘On’
| ‘Off’

4.2 The Biochemical Assay
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hValveBooleani ::= ‘open’
| ‘close’
| ‘closeAll’
| ‘openAll’
hnamei ::= hid i
hinputDesti ::= hid i
houtputDesti ::= hid i
hinputValvei ::= hid i
hamounti ::= hnumber i
hspeed i ::= hnumber i

4.2

The Biochemical Assay

Using this programming language, the scientist can now describe the same ’Hello
World!’ assay without using low-level messages parsing to the pumps:

<-------------------------------------------------- @Author: Kasper Grue Understrup
----- Dispense two different fruit colors into the --- system
----- Date: 20-01-2013
-------------------------------------------------->
#include Other\BiotechArchitecture.zip ; Loads the architecture file
set inp1 = BlueFruitColor
set inp3 = RedFruitColor
main {
setSpeed BLueFruitColor, 10000
setSpeed RedFruitColor, 10000
dispence [BlueFruitColor, 10000:RedFruitColor, 10000]
}
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The task of this assay is to pump two fruit colors fluids into the system at
the same time to create a laminar flow. The first part of the assay is skipped
because it is a comment. Next an architecture file located at the relative path
"Other/BiotechArchitecture.zip" is imported into the system. Then the input
valves ’inp1’ and ’inp3’ is given the names ’BlueFruitColor’ and ’RedFruitColor’
respectively. inp1 is the first input of the pump0 and is defined in the XML file
and inp3 is the first input of pump2. The speed of both fluids is set to 10 µL
per second. 10 mL of both fluids is then dispensed into the system. The result
of this assay can be seen in Figure 5.5.

4.3

Language constructs

The language supports both single and multi line comments. A single line
comment starts with a ’;’ and everything after this character is ignored. A
multi line comment starts with ’<’ and ends with ’>’. Everything in between
these characters is ignored.
The ’main’ function is needed in every assay and is the first thing that is run.
There must only be one main function, and the position of the main cannot
be inside another function. The main statement can be located before or after
other function declarations. After statements in the main function, the main
should be closed with a ’}’ character.
The ’func’ statement is like the main but it has a name. In order to run the
function, the name should be used. As the main, it should be closed with a ’}’
character. Functions cannot be declared in other functions or in the main, but
functions may call other functions.
The ’do’ loop runs for an amount of time specified after the do. The Do statement needs to be closed with a ’}’ as well as the main and the function declaration, but can be inside both. Loops can not be nested.
The user can define names for input fluids using the ’set’ function. A fluid is
otherwise only represented by a valve position in a specific syringe pump.
The ’dispense’ function can either dispense a single fluid or a multiple fluids at
the same time. When dispensing multiple fluids, the dispense tasks is written
inside square brackets and separated by colons. The fluid name and the amount
in µL of each task is separated by comma.
The ’setSpeed’ function can set the speed of one or multiple fluids at the same
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time. The syntax is the same as the dispense function, but the speed is measured
in nL per second.
The ’setSolenoids’ function allows the user to directly turn single solenoid in the
system on or off or set the entire array of solenoid using this function.
The ’route’ function is not implemented yet, but the intension is to allow fluid
routing from one place on a LOC to another by automatically opening the
correct solenoid valves.
The ’sens’ functionality is also not implemented, but the idea is to have sensors
connected to the system that can give feedback from the LOC.
The user can force the system to wait for a period of time using the ’wait’
statement. The time is measured in ms.
The ’initialize’ function forces all syringes pumps to zero position and is used
to initialize the system.
A hardware description file can be included into the system by the #include
function. A hardware description file contains three xml files in a zip file container. One of the xml files can be seen in Appendix C.

4.4

Compiler Introduction

Compilers for digital computers uses assemblers that target a specific architecture. An assembler could in theory be written for all microfluidic platforms, but
if there are changes in the setup, the assembler would have to change as well.
A more realistic approach to this problem is to describe the system in XML
files that is read by the compiler. These XML files will have to hold informations about the actuators, how the actuators are controlled via the supported
hardware and how routing is done internally etc.
A high-level function may result in many assembler commands or may not result
in any commands at all. Some functions may be directly translated to the target.
If the system is operating syringe pumps, a hardware limitation due to a finite
syringe size should be dealt with automatically by the compiler. The language
should be simple to write, compile and operate for a non-computer scientist. The
compiler should be able to compile the high-level language into all supported
platforms.
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the compiler

4.5

Compiler Overview

The chosen language for the compiler is Python. Python is available for Mac,
Unix and Windows and is easy to setup and run. This makes it perfect for
non-computer experts. In order to run a python program, the user must first
acquire the latest version of Python (Python 3.3.4 or newer) and then run the
program with the correct arguments. An overview of the compiler can be seen in
Figure 4.1. The Python compiler takes two arguments: First the assay and then
the output file destination. If an assay is correctly constructed, the compiler
will output a valid Arduino sketch with an .ino extension. The Arduino file can
be uploaded to the controller which then conduct the experiment described in
the assay. To run the assay on the controller, a computer has to be connected
to the controller via a USB cable. The upload of the assay is carried out by
the Arduino IDE, which can be downloaded from the Arduino website [Ard14c].
The upload of the file will take less than ten seconds and the assay will start
immediately after.
To simplify the compilation of the assay a batch file is provided with the system.
A batch file is like a shell file in Unix and Mac that can run multiple command
line statements. The batch file allows a double-click compile functionality that
is neat for fast compilation of assays. The batch file is located in the root of the
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Python project folder. The first task of the batch file is to constructs the bin
folder and a folder for each output file. The Arduino IDE requires that the name
of the Arduino (.ino) file matches the name of the folder that houses it. Next
a series of compilations occur for each assay in the assays folder. The output
files is put into their respective folders in the bin folder. To run a specific assay,
the scientist then has to navigate to the (.ino) in the the bin folder and open it
with the Arduino IDE and uploads it over the USB cable.

4.6

Compiler Implementation

The first thing the compiler does is to scan the entire assay. All comments
and whitespace are removed in this procedure. Next the syntax of each line is
checked, and the appropriate action is conducted. These actions can either be
to alter variables internally in the compiler or to append operations that can be
run on the Arduino to a list of tasks. When the entire assay has been computed,
the list of tasks is inserted into a template file that holds data that does not
change from setup to setup. When the data has been written into the template
file, this file is outputted to the location pointed to by the second argument of
the compiler.
When a #include token is read from the assay, the compiler searches the provided path for an architecture file. The architecture file describes the system
using multiple XML files contained in a zip file. If an architecture file is not
included, the use of the system is very limited because the system does not know
anything about its surroundings. The architecture file describe what pumps are
connected to the system, how they are communicated with, what input and
output they are connected to and what liquids are present. Send primitives and
simple valve actuations is possible without the inclusion of the architecture file.
The used architecture file can be seen in Appendix C
The do function in the assay is translated directly into a for loop in the Arduino
language and is appended to the list of tasks. The setSpeed is a function that
changes an internal function in the compiler and is not appended to any list or
inserted into the template file. The fluid rate however has to be calculated by
the compiler. A fluid rate is measured in nL per seconds and must be tranlated
to tics per seconds when using a syringe pump. This calculation requires that
the compiler knows the syringe size, the stepper resolution and the speed in nL
per second. The following equation shows the calculation:

speedCode =

stepperResolution∗speed∗1000
syringeSize
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The dispense function often results in many operations because either the syringe pump has to reload multiple times or multiple fluids are inserted at the
same time. Precautions should be taken with this key function. If multiple fluids are inserted at the same time and one syringe pump has to reload, the other
fluids should not be dispensed in this period. If this precaution is not taken, one
of the fluids is not inserted for the amount of time it takes for the syringe pump
to reload. Another precaution that should be taken when dispensing multiple
fluids is that one pump is not handling two fluids at the same time. A syringe
pump can only dispense one fluid at a time. Another precaution when multiple
fluids are dispensed is that the dispense time should be the same. If the time
is not the same, one fluid will in the end be the only one dispensing. For each
fluid that should be dispensed, a task is produced by the compiler. The task
specifies how many times the pump has to be reloaded completely, how much is
dispensed in the end, how fast the flow rate is, how long it takes and which valve
correspond to the fluid. The algorithm that is used in this thesis can be found in
the next section. This algorithm takes all these precautions into consideration.

4.6.1

The Dispense Algorithm

Data: One dispense command Ψ;
Result: List of Arduino assembler commands;
Initially all pumps are at position zero;
if Tasks in Ψ does not have the same total dispense time then
terminate with error;
end
let φ be the task of Ψ with the greatest number of full dispenses of the
associated syringe pump;
for number of dispenses in φ do
for for task ψ in Ψ do
Set reload valve in ψ;
Reload pump ψ by:
φamount ∗

ψtimeP erF ullDispense
φtimeP erF ullDispense

Set input valve of ψ;
Set input speed of ψ;
end
dispense all pumps to zero position
end
Algorithm 1: Dispense Algorithm
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The algorithm assumes that all pumps are initially at position zero before the
operation starts. It finds the pump that has to be reloaded with the highest
frequency. Initially there is a check that all pumps is operating the same total
amount of time, this means that the pump with most full dispenses should
determine when the other pumps should reload. The other pumps are reloaded
relative to this pump which can be up to 100% of the syringe. Other scheduling
algorithms could also work, but the reason this one is chosen is because there
exist a minimum delay of 6ms between commands in the Cavro system. If one
pump is activated 6ms before another, there will be 6ms of time where one fluid
is dispensing and another is not. This algorithms sets all pumps to dispense at
the same time by dispensing all pumps in the same command. The algorithm
also has another benefit that the syringes are always at zero position. This
means that they can always be reloaded with a new liquid.

4.7

Preparation for lab work

Even the simplest tasks in a LOC system can be very challenging in practise.
This is because there exist different laws for fluids with a low Reynolds number.
When a cube is shrinked by a factor of 2, the volume is reduced by 1/8 but
the surface area is only reduced by 1/4. Thus, one of the dominant forces in
LOC systems is surface tension. When a fluid at nano scale flows through a
channel, the velocity at the edge of the channel has a velocity of zero. This
means that only diffusion occurs in this part of the channel. Calculating the
actual concentration of reagents in a channel is extremely difficult when dealing
with fluids at nano scale. Furthermore, when fluids heat up or react inside a
microchip bubbles may be formed. These bubbles are extremely difficult to get
rid of and they alter the system in unpredictable ways.
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Chapter

5
Evaluation and Testing

"It’s strange how dreams get under your skin and give your heart a test for
what’s real and what’s imaginary." - Jason Mraz

5.1

Microchip Experiments

The best way to test the control solution and compiler is by conducting real
lab experiments. DTU PROCESS provided excellent lab facilities and realistic
experiments. One of the chosen experiments was a catalyst stress test using
a packed-bed reactor. These reactors can be filled up with solid material for
which the catalyst can stick to. The packed-bed reactors does not contain any
valves but each reactor has 5 punched through holes: Two is for inlet, two is
for outlet and one is for filling the reactor with solid material. Because the
packed-bed reactor does not contain any valves, the fluid movement can only be
controlled via the input channels. Every chip consists of 4 packed-bed reactors
and thus four experiments can be conducted at a time. When using the packedbed reactor, any unused holes including the hole for filling the reactor should be
sealed with tape to prevent leakage. Figure 5.1 shows a figure of the packed-bed
reactor.
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Figure 5.1: Packed-bed reactor without catalyst connected with one inlet and
one outlet.

5.2 Priming

5.2
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Priming

One of the most important things when operating a LOC or microchip is a process called priming. When a substance is flowing inside a small channel or tube,
the velocity of the fluid is fastest at the center and drops asymptotically when
approaching the walls of the tube. This means that the desired concentration
can deviate in reality. The first test tries to measure this phenomena as well
as giving hands on experience with the system and the lab. The packed-bed
reactor was not connected to the system in this experiment.
The priming assay describes how priming of the tubes can be conducted and is
shown in section 5.2.2.

5.2.1

Requirements

• Controller box
• 2 Cavro XLP6000 syringe pumps
• 2 250µL syringe
• 30 HPLC biles
• A substance to measure (MBA)
• HPLC machine
• Labtop computer

5.2.2

Priming Assay

<------------------------------------------------- @Author: Kasper Grue Understrup
----- The Essay first cleans the tube with water --- and then primes the tubes
----- Date: 20-01-2013
------------------------------------------------->
#include Other\BiotechArchitecture.zip
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set inp1 = water
set inp3 = reagens
func waterclean {
setSpeed water, 125000
dispence water, 1500
}

; Sets the speed of reagens 125 micro L per second
; Dispenses 1500 micro L regents

func prime {
setSpeed reagens, 833
dispence reagens, 1500
}

; Sets the speed of reagens 833 nL per second
; Dispenses 1500 micro L regents

main {
waterclean
prime
}

; Runs the cleaning procedure
; Runs the prime procedure

First the tubes is filled with water, and then the reagens are inserted with
a flow rate of 833nL/s. One samples were taken manually every minute for
30 minutes yielding thirty samples of 50µL each. The samples were prepared
earlier in HPLC biles with 900µL of distilled water. The samples were kept
cold to prevent them from vaporising and afterwards stored in a refrigerator
for examination using HPLC. HPLC is an abbreviation for High-performance
liquid chromatography and is a way to test a liquid for its components. MBA is
unhealthy and a ventilator should be put close to the setup and the bottle with
MBA. The Bottles should be closed immediately after each sample to prevent
evaporation. Each sample consisted of 50µL of reagents and 900µL of distilled
water which gives a dilution factor (DF) of (900+50)/50 = 19. The results of
the experiments can be seen in appendix 5

5.3

Reflection Time Distribution

The packed-bed reactor consist of 2 layers of glass that is glued together. The
tubes connected to the reactor are hold together by clamps. O-rings of a rubbery
material are put in between the layers to seal the chip and prevent leakage. In
this experiment only one hole was used for input and one hole for output. The
two other I/O holes were closed with duck tape. The chamber for catalyst was
on purpose left empty. Water and solvent were merged in a T-tubing before
entering the microchip. The length of the tubings were carefully measured in

5.4 Ion Exchange Resin
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order to get reproducible results. 15 cm tubing from the chip to the deposit, 5
centimeter from the T to the chip. The length from the pumps to the T was
not of interest.

5.3.1

Priming The System

To prime the system both the reagents and distilled water were pushed into the
tubings before connecting them to the system. This was done by dispensing
1000µL of water and 1000 µL of reagents. This procedure ensured that the
reagents and waterfront were in the beginning of the T-junction connected to
the chip. Next the tubing was connected to the T-junction and to the chip. 1mL
of water was dispensed into the chip. This experiment was carried out with a
low flow rate to prevent leakage. 13 Micro inserts were prepared with 200µL
of distilled water. Samples was taken at 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,15, 20, 30 and 40
minutes with a sample length of 1 minute. The results can be seen in appendix
E.

5.4

Ion Exchange Resin

This is the same experiment as Reflection Time Distribution but now with a
filled reaction chamber. LEWATIT MonoPlus SP112 were inserted into the
packed-bed reactor and washed with 1.5M hydrofluoric acid. LEWATIT MonoPlus SP112 binds the catalyst and increase the surface area. Actual catalyst
was not used in the experiment due to its high cost, and because this thesis does
not focus on obtaining high quality chemical readings. The reaction that should
be catalyzed can be seen in Figure 5.3. The experiment ran for 17 hours and
was left over night to follow the development. The chip was placed on a heater
and wrapped in tin foil to stabilize the temperature around 30 degrees, which
is the optimal temperature for the catalyst. One of the interesting observations
from this experiment was the delay of some of the substances in MBA. Pushing
the reagens through LEWATIT MonoPlus SP112 acted like a mini HPLC. This
result can maybe be used for on-chip measurements of some substances. The
result of this experiment can be seen in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.2: Conducting the Ion Exchange Resin experiment.

5.4 Ion Exchange Resin

Figure 5.3: Catalyst reaction.

Figure 5.4: Results of Ion Exchange Resin.
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Figure 5.5: "Micro"-chip with air bubbles

5.5

Air bubbles

Any air bubbles in the chip should be removed before any experiment is conducted. Air bubbles decrease the volume of the chip internally in unpredictable
ways that can lead to poor results. To remove bubbles, water can be pushed
into the system at a higher pace while not exceeding a certain pressure. While
water is pushed through the system, the user can gently tap the microchip which
might loosen the bubbles. The water that is inserted can be degassed before
inserted into the chip. This procedure requires that the water is kept under vacuum. When degassed water flows past the bubbles, the water will slowly absorb
them. Soap might be used to lower the surface tension of the bubbles, which
might be flushed out afterwards. Inserting soap will however also contaminate
the chip.
The controller box was used by a group of four mechanical engineering students
who build a "Micro"-chip using an CO2 laser. Figure 5.5 shows how bubbles
can contaminate a chip and be almost impossible to get out.

5.6 Experimental Discoveries and Discussion

5.6
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Experimental Discoveries and Discussion

The group of mechanical engineering students were able to run assays on the
controller after a short introduction. The students used preprogrammed assays
and were left alone with the system. This does not show that the system is easy
to program, but it shows that the controller is easy to use.
The scientists at DTU PROCESS are familiar with the Cavro pumps, and they
are able to conduct the same experiments described in this thesis without the use
of the control solution. The scientists working with the microchips have years of
laboratory experience and knows both LabVIEW and the pump messages that
are needed to be sent. But when the systems grows more complex, the LabVIEW
approach will become more difficult. The scientists at DTU PROCESS relies
on power supplies bought from Cavro. Each power supply requires a USB cable
and can power two pumps.
When the experiments was conducted, the high-level language was used to create
an Arduino file, but when small changes had to be made, it was easier to make
these changes in the Arduino IDE. It is theoretically possible for the compiler
to upload the target program directly to Arduino UNO, but this feature is not
implemented yet. If this feature is implemented, the system will be easier to
program and to operate. The reasons that this feature is not developed yet, is
because the language is still under development. The compiler should be more
finished before it skips the Arduino IDE completely.
When something went wrong in the lab, the method used to stop the script was
to pull the plug to the Arduino. Cutting the power to the Arduino does not
interrupt the pumps in their current job, because the Arduino does not provide
power to the pumps. The assay is however stopped because no further more
commands is send from the Arduino. A terminate button on the control box
could provide a better solution to this problem. Another way of stopping the
pumps is by removing the power plug from the controller, but Cavro does not
recommends this procedure.
During experimental work, it were discovered that high flow rates could blow
the tubes out of their fittings. In the zip file, a maximum flow rate should be
installed in order to prevent this.
During one of the experiments Søren Heintz putted a 2 liter bottle of Hydrofluoric acid on top of the control box. This was not meant as a stress test of the
controller, but it showed what the box at least should be able to withstand,
when a chemist is working. Fortunately the controller passed the test. A more
in-depth stress test should be carried out to test the limits of the controller.
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The sampling procedure was not automated which lead to small misreads of the
clock. Tubing had to be manually moved from one HPLC bile to another which
potentially could lead to leakage. A huge improvement to the experiment could
be to automate the entire process. If HPLC could be done on chip or could be
send directly to the HPLC machine, this would reduce the these errors.
The main advantages of the system is that it is easier and more intuitive to
program. The system is easier to setup and currently provides an interface to
four pumps. The controller can also control solenoid valves for opening and
closing valves in LOC systems which is not possible with the current tools in
the PROCESS laboratory.

Chapter

6

Conclusion and Future work

6.1

Conclusion

This thesis has provided a control solution for LOC systems. A prototype of
the controller has been built that can control solenoid valves from Festo and the
Cavro XLP 6000 syringe pump. A high-level language for describing biochemical assays has been suggested. A compiler has been developed to compile the
high-level language to a program that can run on the controller. The compiler
is not restricted to this controller, but is intended for multi platform purposes.
The system was tested and used in a chemical lab to conduct chemical experiments. The experiments showed that there is room for improvements both when
regarding the world-to-chip interface when samples are taken and when setting
up the chip. The results of the Ion Exchange Resin experiment showed that the
LEWATIT MonoPlus SP112 acted like a mini HPLC for the substances. This
result should be investigated further and could lead to on-chip measurements
for some substances.
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Conclusion and Future work

Future Work

The first key changes that should be added in a near future is a continue and
a terminate button on the controller. This will allow the user to get much
more control over the system and build more complex programs that the user
could not have done previously. A continue button will allow programs where
the scientist can spend time on altering the setup before progressing to the
next phase in the experiment. A terminate button would be key if a failure
is discovered during execution. A terminate button would allow the user to
terminate an assay before a wrong flow-rate or wrong substance is accidentally
injected into the system.
The next phase in the development is to provide hardware support for different
pumps and valves. This thesis suggest a modular design in the control solution
where the scientist plug and play hardware to a main control box. The box can
already support other valve types because the purchased power supplies have
multiple voltage settings. An obvious hardware supports module would be to
support the Harvard PhD pump.
On-chip sensors has not been discussed in this thesis, but to allow the scientist
to automate experiments entirely, certain sensors must be supported by the
system. Another way to take samples is to connect the system directly to a
external devices that carries out the sampling. Support for HPLC would be a
tough task, but would allow for accurate and automated sampling. Another way
to automated sampling into micro-inserts could be to install a routing capability
internally on the chip or externally. The scientist could this way potentially
automate sampling process.
The implementation of fluid routing commands and algorithms has not been
investigated in this thesis. Support for these should be added to the control
solution.
Last but not least the search for the killer application should be kick started.

Appendix

A
Festo

Festo
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Figure A.1: FestoOffer

Appendix

B
Template file

#include <ctype.h>
#define number_of_74hc595s //AUTOINSERTNUMBEROFBYTES//
#define numOfRegisterPins number_of_74hc595s * 8
int SER_Pin = 8; //pin 14 on the 75HC595
int RCLK_Pin = 9; //pin 12 on the 75HC595
int SRCLK_Pin = 10; //pin 11 on the 75HC595
byte rx = 3; //sort
byte tx = 4; //gul
byte SWval;

char Valves[numOfRegisterPins];
// the setup routine runs once when you press reset:
void setup() {
// initialize the digital pin as an output.
pinMode(SER_Pin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(RCLK_Pin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(SRCLK_Pin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(rx,INPUT);
pinMode(tx,OUTPUT);
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digitalWrite(tx,HIGH);
Serial.begin(9600);
}

void sentChar(int data)
{
byte mask;
//startbit
digitalWrite(tx,LOW);
delayMicroseconds(104);
for (mask = 0x01; mask>0; mask <<= 1) {
if (data & mask){ // choose bit
digitalWrite(tx,HIGH); // send 1
}
else{
digitalWrite(tx,LOW); // send 0
}
delayMicroseconds(104);
}
//stop bit
digitalWrite(tx, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(5);
}

int readChar()
{
byte val = 0;
while (digitalRead(rx));
//wait for start bit
if (digitalRead(rx) == LOW) {
delayMicroseconds(46);
for (int offset = 0; offset < 8; offset++) {
delayMicroseconds(92);
val |= digitalRead(rx) << offset;
}
return val;
}
}
void sendCommand(char inp[], int sizeofCommand){
for(int y=0; y<sizeofCommand; y++){
sentChar(inp[y]);
}
}

Template file
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String readCommand(unsigned long timeout)
{
char msg[20];
int x = 0;
while(true){
byte val = 0;
while (digitalRead(rx) and micros() < timeout);
if(micros() > timeout){
return "TIMEOUT";
}
if (digitalRead(rx) == LOW) {
delayMicroseconds(46);
for (int offset = 0; offset < 8; offset++) {
delayMicroseconds(92);
val |= digitalRead(rx) << offset;
}
}
byte a = byte(13);
Serial.println(val);
msg[x] = val;
if(a == val){
msg[x+1] = ’\0’;
return msg;
}
x = x+1;
}
}
//Set and display registers
//Only call AFTER all values are set how you would like (slow otherwise)
void setValves(char inp[]){
int val;
for(int i = numOfRegisterPins - 1; i >= 0; i--){
digitalWrite(SRCLK_Pin, LOW);
if(inp[i] == ’1’){
digitalWrite(SER_Pin, HIGH);
} else {
digitalWrite(SER_Pin, LOW);
}
digitalWrite(SRCLK_Pin, HIGH);
}
Serial.println();
digitalWrite(RCLK_Pin, HIGH);
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digitalWrite(RCLK_Pin, LOW);
}
void updateValve(int number, String openClose){
char val = 1;
if(openClose=="closeAll" or openClose=="close")
val = ’0’;
Valves[number] = val;
}
void updateAllValve(String openClose){
char val = 1;
if(openClose=="closeAll")
val = ’0’;
for (int i=0; i<numOfRegisterPins;i++)
Valves[i]=val;
setValves(Valves);
}
//AUTOINSERTARCHITECTURE//
//AUTOINSERTFUNCTIONS//
//AUTOINSERTMAIN//

Template file
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C
XML file: Component
Model

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<data>
<Pump name1 = "pump1">
<Rate>100</Rate>
<Valves out = "O" inp1 = "I" inp2 = "E"></Valves>
<Capacity>250</Capacity>
<All>_</All>
</Pump>
<Pump name2 = "pump2">
<Rate>100</Rate>
<Valves out = "O" inp3 = "I" inp4 = "E"></Valves>
<Capacity>250</Capacity>
<All>_</All>
</Pump>
<Pump name3 = "pump3">
<Rate>100</Rate>
<Valves out = "O" inp5 = "I" inp6 = "E"></Valves>
<Capacity>250</Capacity>
<All>_</All>
</Pump>
<Pump name4 = "pump4">
<Rate>100</Rate>
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<Valves out = "O" inp7 = "I" inp8 = "E"></Valves>
<Capacity>250</Capacity>
<All>_</All>
</Pump>
<Valves val0="out1" val1="out2" val2="out3" val3="out4" val4="out5"
val5="out6" val6="" val7="">8</Valves>
<Arduino>
void initPump(char pump){
char msg[7];
int number = 4;
msg[0] = ’/’;
msg[1] = pump;
msg[2] = ’Z’;
msg[3] = ’2’;
msg[4] =’R’;
msg[5] = 13;
msg[6] = ’\0’;
sendCommand(msg,6);
delay(6);
}
void terminate(char pump){
char msg[5];
int number = 4;
msg[0] = ’/’;
msg[1] = pump;
msg[2] = ’T’;
msg[3] = 13;
msg[4] = ’\0’;
sendCommand(msg,4);
delay(6);
}
void setPumpValves(char pump, char Position){
char msg[6];
int number = 3;
msg[0]=’/’;
msg[1] = pump;
msg[2] = Position;
msg[3] =’R’;
msg[4] = 13;
msg[5] = ’\0’;
sendCommand(msg,5);
delay(500);
}
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void setStepMode(char pump, char mode){
char msg[7];
msg[0]=’/’;
msg[1] = pump;
msg[2] =’N’;
msg[3] = mode;
msg[4] =’R’;
msg[5] = 13;
msg[6] = ’\0’;
sendCommand(msg,6);
delay(6);
}
void absolutePosition(char pump, String A, String V){
char msg[15];
int number = 3;
msg[0]=’/’;
msg[1] = pump;
msg[2] =’V’;
for (int i=0; i&lt;V.length();i++){
msg[number] = V[i];
number++;
}
msg[number] =’a’;
number++;
for (int i=0; i&lt;A.length();i++){
msg[number] = A[i];
number++;
}
msg[number] =’R’;
msg[number+1] = 13;
msg[number+2] = ’\0’;
sendCommand(msg,number+2);
delay(6);
}

void reload(char pump, char inp, String speed, char mode){
setStepMode(pump,’0’);
setPumpValves(pump,inp);
absolutePosition(pump, "6000", speed, inp, mode);
delay(6);
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}
</Arduino>
</data>

XML file: Component Model
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D
Python Compiler

’’’--------------------------------------------------------------- @Author: Kasper Grue Understup
----- Python compiler that translates an assay using an
--- architecture-file to an Arduino file that can be run on an --- Arduino UNO
----- Date: 19/11-2013
---------------------------------------------------------------’’’
import sys
#I/O library
import re
#Regular expression library
import zipfile
#used to open the Biochip Architecture
import os
import math
from collections import namedtuple #Used to create the dictionaries in
the Architecture
from xml.etree import ElementTree
#The Scanner, parser, loadArchitecture and MachineCode is the key
functions of the assembler
def scanner(inp):
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’’’ Reading the essay and splits it into word lists. ’’’
try:
f = open(inp, ’r’)
returnList = []
for line in f:
a = find(’.+;|.+’,line) #Read a line until ’;’ if any
words = []
if a != None:
if(a[-1]==’;’):
b = a[0:-1]
else: b = a

#removes empty lines
#remove semicolons from lines with ’;’

c = b.split()
#Splitting the string up by whitespaces
for d in c:
e = splitComma(d)
for g in e:
words.append(g)
returnList.append(words)
f.close()
except IOError:
print(’ERROR: unable to open input file’)

’’’ Remove all comments from the Essay ’’’
lineNumber = 0
iscomment = False
for a in returnList:
wordNumber = 0
remove = []
for b in a:
if find(’<’,b):
iscomment = True
if iscomment:
remove.append(wordNumber)
if find(’>’,b):
iscomment = False
wordNumber += 1
remove.reverse()
for c in remove:
returnList[lineNumber].pop(c)
lineNumber += 1
’’’ remove any empty instruction due to comment ’’’
lineNumber = 0
remove = []
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for a in returnList:
if not a:
remove.append(lineNumber)
lineNumber += 1
remove.reverse()
for a in remove:
returnList.pop(a)
return returnList
def loadArchitecture(inp):
print(inp)
try:
zip = zipfile.ZipFile(inp, ’r’)
for a in zip.namelist():
if(find(’.+ComponentLibrary.xml’,a)):
ComponentLibrary = ElementTree.parse(zip.open(a)).getroot()
except IOError:
print(’ERROR: unable to open architecture file’)
componentList = []
pumpList = []
for p in ComponentLibrary.iter(’Pump’):
name = list(p.attrib.values())[0]
rate = p.find(’Rate’).text
capacity = p.find(’Capacity’).text
All = p.find(’All’).text
pumpValves = p.find(’Valves’).attrib
pumpList.append(Pump(name,rate,capacity,pumpValves))

numberValves = ComponentLibrary.find(’Valves’).text
valvDic = ComponentLibrary.find(’Valves’).attrib
valvesInstans = Valves(numberValves,valvDic)
ArduinoInsert = ComponentLibrary.find(’Arduino’).text

#Builds a list of component instantiations
for a in ComponentLibrary.iter(’Component’):
name = a.attrib[’name’]
operation = a.attrib[’operation’]
globalValves = a.find(’valves’).attrib
localValves = []
executiontime = []
state = []
for b in a.find(’Phases’).findall(’state’):
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executiontime.append(b.attrib[’exe’])
state.append(b.attrib[’state’])
localValves.append(b.text)
componentList.append(Component(name, operation, executiontime,
state, localValves, globalValves))
return (componentList,pumpList,valvesInstans,ArduinoInsert)
def machineCode(arduinoTemplateLocation, InstructionList):
’’’
Function that transforms the instructions into machine code. The
function uses the FlowPath component and the StoreRouteComponent
classes that encapsulates the complexity of the architecture.
’’’
valveBoolean = [’open’,’close’,’closeAll’,’openAll’]
pumpItem = []
inputs = []
nameInput = []
outputs = []
dict = {}
inMain = True
ArduinoFunctionOutput = []
ArduinoMainOutput = []
indents = 0
for inst in InstructionList:
instruction = []
if inst[0] == ’}’ and indents > 0:
indents -= 1
if inMain and indents==0: ArduinoMainOutput.append(’while(true);}’)
elif inMain: ArduinoMainOutput.append(’}’)
else: ArduinoFunctionOutput.append(’}’)
elif(inst[0] ==’#include’):
Arc = loadArchitecture(inst[1])
Components = Arc[0]
Pumps = Arc[1]
Valves = Arc[2]
arduinoInsert = Arc[3]
for p in Pumps:
pumpItem.append(p.getName())
pumpItem.append(’_’)
nameInput = nameInput + list(p.getPumpValves().keys())
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inputs = inputs + list(p.getPumpValves().values())
for x in range(0,int(Valves.getnumberValves())-1):
a = Valves.getoutput(’val’ + str(x))
if a != ’’:
outputs.append(a)
for items in pumpItem:
dict[items] = ’pumpItem’
for items in valveBoolean:
dict[items] = ’valveBoolean’
for items in outputs:
dict[items] = ’outputs’
for items in inputs:
dict[items] = "inputs"
for items in nameInput:
dict[items] = "inputName"
dict[’[’] = ’char’
dict[’wait’] = ’delay’
elif inst[0] == ’main’ and indents == 0:
ArduinoMainOutput.append(’void loop() {’)
ArduinoMainOutput.append(’delay(10000);’)
inMain = True
indents += 1
elif inst[0] == ’func’ and indents == 0:
a = ’void ’+inst[1]+’(){’
ArduinoFunctionOutput.append(a)
dict[inst[1]] = ’func’
inMain = False
indents += 1
elif inst[0] == ’do’ and indents > 0:
if inMain: ArduinoMainOutput.append(’for(int
i=0;i<’+inst[1]+’;i++){’)
else: ArduinoFunctionOutput.append(’for(int
i=0;i<’+inst[1]+’;i++){’)
indents += 1
elif inst[0] == ’dispence’ and isList(inst,dict) != False:
inputV = isList(inst,dict)
pumps = findPump(Pumps,inputV)
tasks = []
if checkPumpsList(pumps):
print(’One pump cannot dispense two liquids at a time!’)
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sys.exit()
for p in pumps:
tasks.append(p[0].dispence(int(p[2]),p[1]))
if inMain: schedule(ArduinoMainOutput,tasks)
else: schedule(ArduinoFunctionOutput,tasks)
elif inst[0] == ’VALVES’ and isNumber(inst[1]) and len(inst[1]) ==
int(Valves.getnumberValves()):
if inMain: ArduinoMainOutput.append(’setValves("’+inst[1]+’");’)
else: ArduinoFunctionOutput.append(’setValves("’+inst[1]+’");’)
elif inst[0] == ’initialize’:
if inMain: ArduinoMainOutput.append("initPump(’_’);")
else: ArduinoFunctionOutput.append("initPump(’_’);")
elif inst[0] == ’set’ and inst[2] == ’=’:
findPump(Pumps, inst[1])[0].addValve(inst[1],inst[3])
dict[inst[3]] = ’inputName’
elif inst[0] == ’microStepperMode’ and (inst[1] == "ALL" or
dict[inst[1]] == "inputName") and inst[2] == ’,’ and inst[3] in
(’ON’,’On’,’on’,’OFF’,’Off’,’off’):
for p in findPump(Pumps, inst[1]):
if inst[1] == "ALL": p.setMicroStepperModeAll(inst[3])
else: p.setMicroStepperModeValve(inst[3])
elif inst[0] == ’setSpeed’ and (inst[1] == "ALL" or dict[inst[1]] ==
"inputName") and inst[2] == ’,’ and isNumber(inst[3]):
for p in findPump(Pumps, inst[1]):
p.setRateValve(inst[1],inst[3])
elif dict[inst[0]] == ’func’:
if inMain: ArduinoMainOutput.append(’’+inst[0]+’()’)
else:
ArduinoFunctionOutput.append(inst[0]+’()’)
indents += 1
elif inst[0] == ’wait’ and isNumber(inst[1]):
if inMain: ArduinoMainOutput.append(’delay("’+inst[1]+’");’)
else: ArduinoFunctionOutput.append(’delay("’+inst[1]+’");’)
else:
print(’ERROR in line: ’ + ’’.join(inst))
arduinoFragments = readArduinoTemplate(arduinoTemplateLocation)
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MachineCode = arduinoFragments[0] + str(Valves.getnumberRegisters()) +
arduinoFragments[1] + arduinoInsert + arduinoFragments[2] +
’\n’.join(str(v) for v in ArduinoFunctionOutput) +
arduinoFragments[3] + ’\n’.join(str(v) for v in ArduinoMainOutput)
+ arduinoFragments[4]
return MachineCode;
#Classes used by the assembler
class FlowPath():
’’’Class that holds the pipes of the biochip in dictionaries and
returns queries in constant O(m) time, where m is the number og
valves that needs to be open. a valve that is set to 1 is a closed
valve since when pressure is added to a valve, it compresses and
prohibits fluid to pass.’’’
def __init__(self,val):
aPath = namedtuple(’Path’,[’start’,’end’])
self.flowPaths = {}
self.valves = val

def insertFlowPath(exe,path):
self.flowPaths.append({aPath():[2,’ip1’,’s1’]})
def getFlowPath(self,inp):
None

def emptyFlow(self):
return F0
class Component():
def __init__(self, thisname, operation, executiontime, phase,
localValves, globalValves):
self.state = -1
self.executionTime = executiontime
self.operation = operation
name = thisname
self.phases = phase
self.valve = localValves
self.valvePosition = globalValves
def getCommand(self):
return self.operation
def use(self):
reValve = self.valve[self.state]
self.state = (self.state + 1)%(len(self.valve))
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def getValves(self):
return(list(self.valve[self.state]))
def currentState(self):
return self.state
class Pump():
def __init__(self, name, velocity, capacity, PumpValves):
self.name = name
self.velocity = int(velocity)
self.capacity = int(capacity)
self.PumpValves = PumpValves
self.reloadVelocity = 125000
self.valveVelocity = {}
self.valveStepper = {}
for keys in list(self.getPumpValves().keys()):
self.valveVelocity[keys] = self.velocity
for keys in list(self.getPumpValves().keys()):
self.valveStepper[keys] = False
def dispence(self, amount, disInp):
numberOfFullDispenses = int(amount / self.capacity)
left = amount % self.capacity
endDispense = position(left,self.capacity, self.valveStepper[disInp])

timeA = getTime(int(self.capacity), int(self.capacity),
int(self.valveVelocity[disInp]), self.valveStepper[disInp])
timeB =
getTime(left,int(self.capacity),int(self.valveVelocity[disInp]),self.valveStepper[disIn
reloadSpeed = speedToCode(self.reloadVelocity, self.capacity, False)
dispenceSpeed = speedToCode(int(self.valveVelocity[disInp]),
int(self.capacity), self.valveStepper[disInp])
return (numberOfFullDispenses, endDispense, timeA, timeB,
self.PumpValves[disInp], self.PumpValves[’out’],
self.valveStepper[disInp], dispenceSpeed, reloadSpeed)
def addValve(self, name, newName):
self.PumpValves[newName] = self.PumpValves[name]
self.valveVelocity[newName] = self.velocity
self.valveStepper[newName] = False
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def setRateValve(self, valve, velocity):
self.valveVelocity[valve] = velocity
def getPumpValve(self,value):
return self.PumpValves[value]
def getPumpValves(self):
return self.PumpValves
def getName(self):
return self.name
def getReloadTime(self):
return getTime(self.capacity, self.capacity,
int(self.reloadVelocity), False)
def setReloadSpeed(self, speed):
self.reloadVelocity = speed

def setMicroStepperModeValve(self, valve, onOff):
if onOff in (’ON’,’On’,’on’):
for keys in list(self.getPumpValves().keys()):
self.valveStepper[valve] = True
else:
for keys in list(self.getPumpValves().keys()):
self.valveStepper[valve] = False
def setMicroStepperModeAll(self, onOff):
if onOff in (’ON’,’On’,’on’):
for keys in list(self.getPumpValves().keys()):
self.valveStepper[keys] = True
else:
for keys in list(self.getPumpValves().keys()):
self.valveStepper[keys] = False
def getMicroStepperModeValve(self, valve):
if self.valveStepper[valve]: return str(2)
else: return str(0)
class Valves():
def __init__(self, numberValves, outputs):
self.outputs = outputs
self.numberValves = numberValves
def getnumberValves(self):
return self.numberValves
def getoutput(self,val):
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return self.outputs[val]
def getnumberRegisters(self):
return math.ceil(int(self.numberValves)/8)
#The following functions is helper functions
def readArduinoTemplate(inp):
try:
f = open(inp+’\ArduinoTemplate’, ’r’)
file = f.read()
a = find(’[\s\S]+//AUTOINSERTNUMBEROFBYTES//’,file)[:-27]
b =
find(’//AUTOINSERTNUMBEROFBYTES//[\s\S]+//AUTOINSERTARCHITECTURE//’,file)[27:-26]
c =
find(’//AUTOINSERTARCHITECTURE//[\s\S]+//AUTOINSERTFUNCTIONS//’,file)[26:-23]
d =
find(’//AUTOINSERTFUNCTIONS//[\s\S]+//AUTOINSERTMAIN//+’,file)[23:-18]
e = find(’//AUTOINSERTMAIN//[\s\S]+’,file)[18:]
f.close()
except IOError:
print(’ERROR: The project folder has been altered. Arduino template
does not exist’)
return (a,b,c,d,e)
def printToFile(ArduinoCode, Location):
’’’Prints the output file. The Location is specified as the third
argument after the prgram and the input file.’’’
try:
f = open(Location, ’w’)
for line in ArduinoCode:
f.write(line)
f.close()
except IOError:
print(’ERROR: cannot write to destination folder’)
def splitComma(inp):
’’’ This function takes an input word and check if there is commas in
it. The word and comman is separeted in the list ’’’
buildWord = []
returnList = []
for a in inp:
if(a==’,’ or a==’}’ or a==’{’ or a==’]’ or a==’[’ or a==’)’ or
a==’(’ or a==’:’):
if(buildWord):
returnList.append(’’.join(buildWord))
buildWord = []
returnList.append(a)
else: buildWord.append(a)
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if(buildWord):
returnList.append(’’.join(buildWord))
return returnList
def find(pat, text):
’’’The function takes a regular expression and a string and returns
the matching string else it returns None ’’’
match = re.search(pat, text)
if match: return (match.group())
else: return None
def isNumber(s):
’’’Small helper function to determine if a value is a number’’’
try:
float(s)
return True
except ValueError:
return False
except TypeError:
return False
def isString(s):
’’’Small helper function to determine if a value is a number’’’
try:
isinstance(s, str)
return True
except ValueError:
return False
except TypeError:
return False
def max(list):
val = 0
for a in list:
if(a>val):
val = int(a)
return val
def checkPumpsList(inp):
list = []
for i in inp:
list.append(i[0])
for a in list:
if list.count(a) != 1:
return True
return False
def speedToCode(speed, syringesize, microstepmode):
if microstepmode: return int(48000/(syringesize*1000)*speed)
else: return int(6000/(syringesize*1000)*speed)
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def position(vol, cap, mode):
if mode:
return int(vol*48000/cap)
else:
return int(vol*6000/cap)
def getTime(vol, syringesize, speed, microstepmode):
speedCode = speedToCode(speed,syringesize,microstepmode)
if microstepmode:
tics = int(vol / syringesize * 48000)
else:
tics = int(vol / syringesize * 6000)
return int(tics / speedCode) * 1000 + 1000
def schedule(Arduino,tasks):
None
def isList(list,dict):
if dict[list[1]] == "inputName" and list[2] == ’,’ and
isNumber(list[3]):
return [(list[1],list[3])]
elif list[1] == ’[’ and dict[list[2]] == "inputName" and list[3] ==
’,’ and isNumber(list[4]) and list[5] == ’]’:
return [(list[2],list[4])]
elif list[1] == ’[’ and dict[list[2]] == "inputName" and list[3] ==
’,’ and isNumber(list[4]) and list[5] == ’:’ and dict[list[6]] ==
"inputName" and list[7] == ’,’ and isNumber(list[8]) and list[9]
== ’]’:
return [(list[2],list[4]),(list[6],list[8])]
else: return False
def findPump(pumplist, inp):
returnList = []
if(inp==’ALL’):
return pumplist
else:
if type(inp) == str:
for p in pumplist:
nameInput = list(p.getPumpValves().keys())
if inp in nameInput:
returnList.append(p)
return returnList
else:
list1 = []
dict1 = {}
for i in inp:
list1.append(i[0])
dict1[i[0]] = i[1]
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for p in pumplist:
for i in list1:
nameInput = list(p.getPumpValves().keys())
if i in nameInput:
returnList.append((p,i,dict1[i]))
return returnList
def main():
’’’The main function that takes uses the first argument after the
program as the input file and the second is the architecture and
the third is the output destination.’’’
#checks for architecture file and sets up the BioChip architecture
if(len(sys.argv) != 3):
print(’ERROR: Incorrect arguments’)
sys.exit()
InstructionSet = scanner(sys.argv[1])
ArduinoCode =
machineCode(os.path.dirname(os.path.realpath(sys.argv[0])),InstructionSet)
if(sys.argv[0]!=sys.argv[2] and sys.argv[1]!=sys.argv[2]): #Ensure
that the output file does not override the source-program or essay
printToFile(ArduinoCode,sys.argv[2])
# needed to run the main function
if __name__ == ’__main__’:
main()
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Appendix

E
Experimental Results
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Figure E.1: Results of experiment 1

Figure E.2: Results of experiment 1
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Figure E.3: Results of experiment 2

Figure E.4: Results of experiment 2
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Figure E.5: Results of experiment 3

Figure E.6: Results of experiment 3
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F
Shopping lists

Figure F.1: First shopping list Elextra
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Figure F.2: Second shopping list Elextra

Figure F.3: Shopping list Farnell
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Figure F.4: Shopping list RS-Online

Appendix

G

Open Wet Ware Protocol

#include "BioCoder.h"
void main()
{
start_protocol("Miniprep - GET Buffer");
Fluid culture = new_fluid("overnight culture");
Fluid get = new_fluid("GET buffer", "50 mM glucose (MW 180),
10mM EDTA, 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 8", ICE_COLD);
Fluid naoh = new_fluid("0.2M NaOH", RT);
Fluid kac = new_fluid("potassium acetate solution", "3 M
potassium acetate, 1.8 M acetic acid, no pH adjustment",
ICE_COLD);
Fluid etoh100 = new_fluid("95% / 100% ethanol");
Fluid etoh70 = new_fluid("70% EtOH");
Fluid te = new_fluid("TE buffer");
Fluid water = new_fluid("distilled water");
Fluid pca = new_fluid("PCA solution", "(optional)50 parts
phenol, 49 parts chloroform, and 1 part amyl-alcohol");
Solid sds = new_solid("SDS");
Solid lysozyme = new_solid("lysozyme", "optional");
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Container sterile_microfuge_tube =
new_container(STERILE_MICROFUGE_TUBE2ML);
Container sterile_microfuge_tube1 =
new_container(STERILE_MICROFUGE_TUBE2ML);
Container sterile_microfuge_tube2 =
new_container(STERILE_MICROFUGE_TUBE2ML);
Container sterile_microfuge_tube3 =
new_container(STERILE_MICROFUGE_TUBE2ML);
//1. Pipet 2 ml of overnight culture into a 2 ml centrifuge tube.
first_step();
measure_fluid(culture, vol(2, ML), sterile_microfuge_tube);
//2. Centrifuge for 1 minute at maximum speed and discard the
supernatant.
next_step();
centrifuge_pellet(sterile_microfuge_tube, speed(SPEED_MAX, RPM),
RT, time(1, MINS));
//3. Add 100ul of refrigerated GET buffer to the pellet and
vortex to resuspend.
next_step();
measure_fluid(get, vol(100, UL),sterile_microfuge_tube);
resuspend(sterile_microfuge_tube);
name_sample(sterile_microfuge_tube, "cell suspension");
// After step 3 add 10mg lysozyme and incubate for 30 mins before
proceeding with step 4. This step is essential for lysing
gram-positive cells.
optional_step();
measure_solid(lysozyme, 10, MG, sterile_microfuge_tube);
store_for(sterile_microfuge_tube, RT, time(30, MINS));
comment("This step is essential for lysing gram-positive
cells.");
//4. Add 2mg of SDS to 200ul of room temperature 0.2M NaOH and
vortex to mix.
next_step();
measure_fluid(naoh, vol(200, UL), sterile_microfuge_tube1);
measure_solid(sds, 2, MG, sterile_microfuge_tube1);
vortex(sterile_microfuge_tube1);
name_sample(sterile_microfuge_tube1, "alkaline SDS solution");
//5. Apply the alkaline SDS solution to the cell suspension and
invert to mix. DO NOT VORTEX! The solution should become
clear.
next_step();
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measure_fluid(sterile_microfuge_tube1, sterile_microfuge_tube);
invert(sterile_microfuge_tube);
comment("DO NOT VORTEX! The solution should become clear.");
//6. Add 150ul of refrigerated potassium acetate solution and
invert gently to mix. DO NOT VORTEX! A precipitate should
form.
next_step();
measure_fluid(kac, vol(150, UL), sterile_microfuge_tube);
invert(sterile_microfuge_tube);
comment("DO NOT VORTEX! A precipitate should form.");
//7. Store the tube on ice for 3-5 minutes.
next_step();
store_for(sterile_microfuge_tube, ON_ICE, time_range(3, 5,
MINS));
//8. Centrifuge for 10 minutes at maximum speed.
//9. Carefully pipet 400ul of the clean supernatant into a new
tube. DO NOT PICK UP ANY PRECIPITATE!!!
next_step();
centrifuge_phases_top(sterile_microfuge_tube, speed(SPEED_MAX,
RPM), RT, time(10, MINS), vol(400, UL),
sterile_microfuge_tube2);
comment("DO NOT PICK UP ANY PRECIPITATE!!!");
//After step 9 add 400 microl PCA solution to the tube, invert to
mix, and centrifuge for 3 minutes at maximum speed. Collect the
upper phase by pipetting into a new tube and proceed with step
10. This step helps remove any residual proteins.
optional_step();
measure_fluid(pca, vol(400, UL), sterile_microfuge_tube2);
invert(sterile_microfuge_tube2);
centrifuge_phases_top(sterile_microfuge_tube2, speed(SPEED_MAX,
RPM), RT, time(3, MINS), sterile_microfuge_tube3);
comment("This helps remove any residual proteins.");
sterile_microfuge_tube2 = sterile_microfuge_tube3;
//10. Add 900ul of 100% (95% is ok too) EtOH to precipitate the
plasmid DNA.
next_step();
measure_fluid(etoh100, vol(900, UL), sterile_microfuge_tube2);
comment("This is to precipitate the plasmid DNA.");
//11. Place the tubes in the -80 freezer for 30 minutes.
next_step();
store_for(sterile_microfuge_tube2, -80, time(30, MINS));
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//12. Centrifuge the precipitated plasmid DNA 10 minutes at
maximum speed and discard supernatant.
next_step();
centrifuge_pellet(sterile_microfuge_tube2, speed(SPEED_MAX,
RPM), RT, time(10, MINS));
//13. Carefully add 1ml 70% EtOH to the pellet and let sit for 3
minutes.
next_step();
measure_fluid(etoh70, vol(1, ML), sterile_microfuge_tube2);
store_for(sterile_microfuge_tube2, RT, time(3, MINS));
//14. Centrifuge at maximum speed for 3 minutes. Make sure the
pellet is toward the outside.
next_step();
centrifuge_pellet(sterile_microfuge_tube2, speed(SPEED_MAX,
RPM), RT, time(3, MINS));
comment("Make sure the pellet is toward the outside.");
//15. Discard the supernatant and air dry the pellet for 10-15
minutes.
next_step();
dry_pellet(sterile_microfuge_tube2, IN_AIR, time_range(10, 15,
MINS));
//16. Once the pellet is COMPLETELY DRY resuspend the plasmid
DNA in 20 ul of TE or distilled water. The DNA will contain
RNA contamination, which can be removed by resuspending in
TE with RNAse
next_step();
store_until(sterile_microfuge_tube2, RT, ETHANOL_EVAP);
first_option();
measure_fluid(te, vol(20, UL), sterile_microfuge_tube2);
next_option();
measure_fluid(water, vol(20, UL), sterile_microfuge_tube2);
end_option();
resuspend(sterile_microfuge_tube2);
comment(" The DNA will contain RNA contamination, which can be
removed by resuspending in TE with RNAse.");
end_protocol();
}
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